YOUR ALL IN ONE
SOLUTION
INTRODUCING MICROSOFT 365 SECURE WITH
ADVANCED SECURITY AND BACKUP

INTRODUCING
MICROSOFT 365 SECURE
Microsoft 365 Secure is an exclusive productivity solution

data is paramount. Phishing is the most commonly identified

protected by Vade, backed up by Acronis Cloud. Keeping
your data safe and secure.

cyber attack. Among the 39% of UK businesses identifying
any breaches or attacks, 83% had phishing attacks1. Microsoft
365 Secure protects your business with intelligent security
and provides backup with instant recovery. With Microsoft
365 Secure, you receive an advanced multi-layered approach
to secure your data, giving you peace of mind. If one of your
employees clicked on a phishing email and your business data
was held to ransom, what would be your solution? How long
would it take you to restore data from backups? Vade and
Acronis could be an easy solution.

Developed specifically for small businesses, Microsoft 365
Secure delivers extra value by combining productivity, security
and backup solutions that work seamlessly together. It gives you
all the benefits of the cloud – accessible anywhere, collaborative,
flexible, scalable, secure and always up-to-date.
Whether working remotely or on-site, safeguarding your

£8,170 IS THE AVERAGE ANNUAL COST FOR BUSINESSES
THAT LOST DATA OR ASSETS AFTER BREACHES
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The Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2021 - Gov.uk

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN MICROSOFT 365 SECURE?

MICROSOFT 365

VADE

ACRONIS

All the productivity apps your users
know and love such as Email, OneDrive
for Business and Microsoft Teams.

Defends against advanced
spearphishing, malware and
ransomware attacks with global threat
intelligence to predict zero-day threats.
Bolts onto Exchange Online Protection.

Unlimited backup storage with
agentless, cloud-to-cloud daily
backups. All data is fully encrypted
in transit and at rest, with
point-in-time restoration.
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VADE ADVANCED
EMAIL SECURITY FOR 365

Vade’s advanced cyber security solutions help protect

Vade is the only native email security solution that sits

users from advanced cyber threats, such as phishing, spear
phishing, and malware. Fed by data from more than 1 billion
mailboxes, it’s multi-level encryption safeguards your data
and offers 360º email protection against the most complex
attacks for complete peace of mind.

within Microsoft 365, you won’t even notice it’s there. You
and your team can work remotely or in the office, safe in
the knowledge Vade is working hard in the background
to protect your business.

EOP & ATP PROTECTION

ADVANCED EMAIL SECURITY FOR 365

KNOWN SPAM

UNKNOWN SPAM

KNOWN MALWARE

UNKNOWN MALWARE

KNOWN PHISHING

ADVANCED PHISHING
SPEAR PHISHING / BEC
POST-ATTACK REMEDIATION
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MALWARE &
RANSOMWARE

PHISHING

Vade fights malware by analysing the email
origins (IP reputation), contents (code parser
for attachments) and the context of the threat
using artificial intelligence for optimal efficiency.
Zero-hour detection and resistance to multi-form
malware are its key features.

Using heuristic technology and machine learning,
Vade’s search engine identifies dangerous links and
associated pages to defend against phishing waves
that use URL shortcuts or URL changes. Web page
searches are done in real-time and at the time of
the click.

SPEAR PHISHING
& BEC

SPAM &
GRAYMAIL

Vade uses Identity Match technology to detect
minor technical and contextual changes of emails
that make dangerous emails difficult to identify.
It can discover if malware is attempting to usurp
identity. Attached documents and URL links are
also inspected in order to avoid malware insertions.

The email filter analyses and classifies message
contents, priority emails and identifies other emails
by their category. Users can access no-priority
emails (notifications, advertising, newsletters, etc)
and spam if needed, but the undesirable emails
are isolated.
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ACRONIS 365 BACKUP

If the worst should happen, you could be spending hours
retrieving data. With Microsoft 365 Secure, you can retrieve
data in minutes with instant restore and quick email and
backup search.

With many businesses subject to an email retention period for
regulatory compliance, email backup, and the ability to recover
individual messages or entire folders from SharePoint or
OneDrive, becomes mandatory.

With Acronis Cyber Backup for M365, you don’t have to face
losing your valuable data. Stored safely and securely within
a UK Acronis Tier-IV data centre, your data can be backed
up 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It’s the ultimate
protection for your emails, OneDrive and SharePoint files.

Acronis provides customers with world-class backup protection
every day. As an award-winning leader in data backup and file
management, you know their solutions are trusted.
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DATA INTEGRITY
& SECURITY

SEARCHING
THROUGH BACKUP

All data is stored in the UK Acronis Cloud Tier IV
datacentres which are SSAE-16 certified and supply
99.995% availability. It encrypts data in transit
and at rest with government-approved AES-256
encryption. Datacentres are also secured with high
fences, 24x7 security personnel, video surveillance
and 90-day archiving.

The Acronis portal enables users to easily search,
preview, find and directly restore from the backup.
If there’s an attachment on an email, we can
download from the backup (any versions, not just
the most recent ones) and send emails directly
from the backup without having to restore them
to the designated Exchange Online mailbox first.

SCHEDULING
BACKUPS

CROSS-RECOVERY

Account backups are scheduled to run daily by
default. We’ll need to run a full backup for you the
first time, this will ensure all data is accounted for.
Subsequent backups are incremental and take
less time, meaning data is even easier to find
and restore.

The Acronis portal enables cross-recovery for users
and organisations without issue. If multiple users’
mailboxes across organisations have become
infected by malware via a phishing link, restoration
via Acronis is quick and painless.
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CONTACT US TODAY AND FIND OUT
HOW MICROSOFT 365 SECURE CAN
HELP YOUR BUSINESS

Tel: +44203 4753272
Web: https://www.copear.com
Email: accounts@copear.com

